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the need such input. Background services of potable water now transit most key 
accommodation areas on decks 5, 6 and 7, the majority of which has now been partially 
pressure tested. Installation of architectural paneling bounding officer cabins on deck 7 is 
almost complete. Spiral and rectangular HVAC ducting installation is also nearly completed in 
all accommodation areas. 
  
The vessel's turn on the berth has made it possible to complete the remaining external hull 
hot works that must be completed prior to the vessel’s arrival in dock. Uncertainty exists 
regarding the remaining scope of work, so it is likely that hot work will continue right up to the 
vessel’s departure. 
 
Outstanding Owners' observation issues and technical design office queries remain under the 
scrutiny of senior management. The shipyard reaffirmed its intention to deliver a fully compliant 
vessel (801) that meets the intent of the building specification.  
 
Yard progress reporting is to be brought further in line with mainstream shipbuilding standards 
by the end of July 2022. When extended ‘S’ curve detail for pipes, cables and navigation & 
communication installations will be routinely reported. 
 
Looking forward, Glen Sannox remains on schedule to depart for the first of two dry docking 
periods (15thJuly 2022), the first of which is scoped over a 21-day period. Initially, it was 
envisioned that the vessel would proceed under tow with navigation lighting powered by an 
external power supply. The vessel's emergency generator and power distribution systems are 
now sufficiently complete (achieved via acceleration measures) for the vessel to generate its 
own power for safety and navigational lighting. This is the first time in the project that a major 
milestone in the commissioning programme will have been reached. 
 

Owners' Observation Reports 801 
 
The information below has been updated in conjunction with FMPG to reflect the joint review 
conducted during this reporting period. Significant efforts have been made to ensure that the 
scope of all issues, as well as the cost of implementation and the impact on the programme, 
are fully understood. 
 

 
 
Cat 1 - Items, which relate to Safety, Quality, Maintainability and Specification requirements.  
Cat 2 - Item, which relate to poor design, quality or production. 

Key Challenges for the Shipyard 

Key known Challenges for the shipyard to meet the programme: 

 Installation and termination of the ship’s cables. 

 Completion of pipework to meet commissioning dates, including addressing pipe 

clashes. 

 Close out of OORs. 

 Closure of design gaps. 

 Delivery and completion of production drawings and accuracy of production drawings. 
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Progress Against Programme - 802 

Reference - March 2022 FMPG Project Report  

The 802 project is moving towards achieving its objectives. The majority of work focus remains 
structural, higher levels of outfitting await the outcome of the detailed model.  

Inspection Call Outs 

The frequency with which inspections are called are made to verify completed production 
works, remains concerningly low. This should be seen as a significant KPI and now as a 
potential risk that flags the volume of work that has still to be completed. The majority of 
inspections calls made this period are against first fix background outfitting installation for 
cable containment and Class/thermal insulation installation. No call are yet made to inspect 
any completed system on board.  

Vessel Positioning 

The vessel's turn on the berth has made it possible to complete the remaining hot work 
associated with the side shell fairing and shell belting attachment (rubbing strips) unfinished 
from the April 2021 milestone. Improved access to the forward and aft mooring decks also 
supports completion of the Panama eye installation. All other hot work attached to the exterior 
shell of the vessel is scheduled to be completed prior to the vessel's departure from the 
shipyard. Uncertainty exists regarding the remaining scope of work, so it is likely that this 
scope will continue until the vessel’s departure.  

Hull 801 Outfitting Works 

Electrical 

Cable pulling has continued throughout the vessel in both the machinery and passenger 
accommodation areas. The shipyard reports that 39,975m of cable has been installed out of 
a total of 242,856m, representing a 16 percent completion level. A total of 2,403m was drawn 
in machinery spaces and 6,933m in passenger accommodation areas. With the exception of 
the jacket water preheaters, main and auxiliary engine pre lubrication pumps, gearbox 
hydraulic pumps, lubricating oil and diesel oil purifiers, and engine fuel oil booster pumps, the 
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majority of cables required to support the initial commissioning programme are now pulled in 
zone 2 machinery spaces. The majority of remote sensor points, remotely actuated valves, 
and noncritical services remain unconnected and require to be completed. 
 

 
 
Cable termination and end connection glanding are also in progress and are reported to be 
roughly in line with the number of cables pulled. The electrical contractor now employs twenty 
technicians who work in day and night shifts. Working days in June are generally reported as 
Monday through Friday. This is expected to rise in July. 
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Work currently focuses on the installation of insulation of deck 6 groundings in way of window 
boxes. Vertical paneling on deck 7 is progressing on both the port and starboard sides of the 
passageway. Panels are being cored on site, A class insulation is ongoing on decks 7 (rework) 
and 6 (new insulation). Doors continue to be fitted on deck 3 at port and starboard L11 
positions and on 02dk provision store areas. 
 

801 HVAC Installation 
 

The first fix is now largely complete on decks 5,6 and 7. 6 & 7; the standard of installation 
remains satisfactory. 

Hull 802 

Block Fabrication 
 

1. Consolidation work to complete erection joints of Bow Units 49/50/51 continues.  
2. Deck five aluminium unit A6/5 erection onboard continues also now continues.  
3. The three units forming block A8/5 have now been surveyed.  
4. Fit up now complete for the port and starboard ‘A’ frame brackets.  
5. Construction of the Forward Mooring area bulwark units 87/88 continues. 
6. Fitting of Panama eyes now underway  
7. Fabrication of aluminium unit A7-6 has started. 

 
802 Hot Works 
. 
Structural Works Continue in the following areas: 

 

1. Many more sub-assemblies have been lifted onboard pre fitted with pipe penetration 
compensation pieces already fitted despite the review process currently underway with 
the principal design contractor. 

2. Ongoing modifications to bulkhead L11 are in progress. 
3. Erection joint program continues for units A3-5 & A4/5. 
4. Fitting of bimetallic interface joint to base of unit A6/5 in progress. 
5. Prep-work continues base areas of Unit A4-5/A5-5/A6-5 
6. Construction of units 85/86 is ongoing. 
7. Unit A7-5 x3 lifted onto the vessel. 
8. Fabrication of unit A9-5 nearing completion, awaiting call for survey.  
9. Fabrication of unit A10-5 nearing completion, awaiting call for survey. 
10. Units A5-6 now part lifted on to vessel 
11. Unit A6-5 lifted onboard vessel. 

9.0 Next Stage Payment Due 

n/a 

10.0 Forthcoming Period Events 

 

 

 






